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at barryphillips.pls@gmail.com.  Submission of an article does not guarantee publication.  We reserve 
the right to edit all submitted material, and no material will be returned.  The opinions expressed are 
those of the author and are not necessarily those of NMPS, its officers, members, or associates.  

Welcome!

I hope one and all had a wonderful festive season and on behalf of NMPS and staff I would like to wish 
all our readers a happy and prosperous new year. We wish Amanda Allred well for her year of tenure as 
president of NMPS and look forward to this year’s agenda. Amanda has accepted a huge task ahead and I 
for one am happy to see her take on the position, being one of only a few ladies to have held this office.

One of the biggest tasks that will be handled by Amanda will be that of being in charge of the 2014 
Surveying Summit to be held in Albuquerque on March 14th and 15th. Amanda has invited NCEES 
incoming president, Ms. Patty Mamola, as our keynote speaker for this event; another female who has 
taken on a significant position within an organization that has been in dialogue with our various organizations, 
also being the first female to hold the office as president. Well done ladies, we trust that your input will be 
significant and offer our support in any way we can.

Interestingly Ms. Mamola graduated from the South Dakota School of Mines and Technology (SDSM&T), 
where she earned a degree in civil engineering. This school dates back to 1885 and has a record of solid 
scholastic achievement of graduates whose recent starting salaries have by all accounts been higher than 
the likes of Harvard for instance. Furthermore, the new president of the SDSM&T is none other than 
Heather Wilson, who in April of 2013 was selected as the first female president of this institution. She 
was the first female military veteran elected to a full term in Congress and notched up a few other "firsts" 
during her public tenure including holding office here in New Mexico. I believe and trust that many more 
ladies will step up and become leaders and particularly in our profession.

I would once again like to thank all our contributors for their input, I cannot re-iterate how much it helps 
in our task to produce the newsletter. Looking forward to receive many more good quality pieces form 
inside and outside of our readership. We would also like to thank Frank Lenik - for his article on the "Final 
Point”, maybe it will become an institution, an eternal 
connection to the society of "diggers", from the final 
resting place, yet connected through the birds of outer 
space. 

Hope to see you all at sometime or other this year and 
keep up the good work!

Respectfully, Barry
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President’s Angle
2013 NMPS President

Larry Medrano, PS     December 2013

As I sit here this morning thinking about the past year as NMPS President it is hard to believe how fast 
the time went. As with most past Presidents, I close out the year proud of what was accomplished, but I 
still leave with unfinished business. 

My biggest frustration was in not having time to try and engage those who belong to, but do not actively 
participate in NMPS. That said I will try to reach out in this article. Reasons I know for not participating 
and suggested solutions include:

• Limited time to participate due to commitments such as family and work. 

• Remote locations make it difficult to travel for a chapter meeting in this big State of New Mexico. 

• Maybe some people don’t participate because they don’t care for the leadership or other people

Our lives begin to end the day we become 
silent about things that matter.

Martin Luther King, Jr.

I understand this is the case for most people, especially for those with kids. That said, there is 
always a way to participate. Our incoming President Amanda Allred found time to get married this 
year and she is with child yet she finds the time to prepare for the upcoming conference and to 
participate in NMPS business. If she can do it, certainly other people can. Try to attend a couple 
of Chapter meetings, write an article for Benchmarks, make suggestions to the NMPS board, cast 
a vote when sent a ballot.

The lack of participation from the Sangre De Cristo and Las Vegas Chapters was discussed at the 
last Board meeting. I also asked if any of the Clovis Surveyors attend the Llano Escatado Chapter 
meetings and I was told it is rare. In discussing reasons for this, the topic of driving two hours 
one way at night for a meeting was asking a bit much. I’ve started to look into video conferenc-
ing which was suggested by Earl Burkholder so he could participate in the Geographic Advisory 
Committee meetings which are held in Santa Fe. He could attend the meeting from Las Cruces. 
In looking into this, many communities in NM offer video conferencing facilities. Highlands Uni-
versity in Las Vegas, NM Junior College in Hobbs and most other schools have this ability. So if a 
video conference for a Chapter meeting was held in Hobbs, somebody from Clovis could log onto 
their computer and “attend” the meeting. It may be easier to get speakers for some Chapters if the 
speaker can give their presentation from their location.
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For more information contact your local  
Leica Geosystems representative:
Nicolas Cournoyer  
P. 602-308-9062
Email: nicolas.cournoyer@leicaus.com 
www.leica-geosystems.us
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• Maybe some people just don’t care.

For all members-We appreciate and value your membership in NMPS. For those who do participate, thank 
you. Let’s all show our support for the surveying profession by making the effort to participate a little 
more in 2014. You don’t have to run for office or make major time commitments. Encourage those who 
may have dropped out of NMPS for one reason or another to rejoin and engage. Make your voice heard. 

Thank you to all who helped me throughout my tenure. Special thanks to our Executive Director Patty 
Floyd. I could not have done it without you. Minet and Barry-thank you for all your hard work in putting 
this publication together. I know it is a great benefit to the members.

I wish all of you a happy and prosperous 2014.  Δ

attending the meetings.
I understand this too. I know there are people who probably don’t care for me and we all have 
people we’d rather not see, but we need to put personal differences aside for the good of the 
profession. We are all entitled to our opinion, but yours won’t be heard if it isn’t expressed. We can 
all agree to disagree, but get your point of view out there. Have healthy discussions. You don’t need 
to like somebody to work towards a common goal or to go and learn something.

This is the one that troubles me the most. Our profession is under attack from many differ-
ent fronts and we have to work to protect it not only for our own personal reasons, but to truly 
protect the public. To others trying to encroach on our profession, silence only encourages them. 
There truly is strength in numbers. I know most members understand this based on the over-
whelming support to join NSPS and have our voices heard.

Conestoga Highway -  A Book Review 
by Doug Critchfield LS

In Geoff Miller's latest novel, Conestoga Highway, Denny Carswell casually levels up his total station 
atop a mountain ridge, and then points his target, only to focus-in on more than just a prism and tripod. 
What he sees, from a distance, sucks Denny right into the middle of a murder investigation. To quote the 
Amazon website preview, "Like a swimmer swept along by a raging current, Denny struggles to reach the 
embankment of truth that will thwart a masterful plan of deception, greed and violence. Who will die and 
how many lives will be ruined as the old surveyor matches wits with a cruel and determined killer?"

Sometimes a survey job can start out simple, but then quickly snowball into a much bigger and more 
complicated project. The survey Denny tackles in this story is just one of those jobs... it continues to get 
bigger and tougher, building suspense right until the end. The story is set in northern New Mexico, and 
Geoff Miller has illustrated the tale with some traditional icons of the colorful Southwest, including an 
inquisitive coyote, some cowboys and Indians, an old Spanish land grant, a new Indian Casino, and an 
on-location movie production site, complete with some egocentric Hollywood actors.

Conestoga Highway is available in e-book format from Amazon.  Δ
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Visit our booth at the NMPS Convention on March 14-15. 
See our new 2014 Innovative Technology line of products!
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The Final Point

By Frank Lenik

I used to joke with my wife that when I died, I wanted a geodetic marker set at my grave so that I could 
continue to be of service to my profession.   I reasoned that my friends would come to visit me and it had 
the added benefit that I could keep an eye on projects in my neighborhood.  I went so far as to pick out a 
plot in the Egg Harbor City Cemetery.  It was on top of a hill along a county road with long sights in both 
directions.  My wife was not amused however, when I suggested that she needed to be buried on the far 
side of the cemetery to provide the location for the azimuth mark.  But whose wife ever laughs at their 
husband’s jokes?

 When I recently said goodbye to a friend and colleague who passed away my old joke came to 
mind.  Walter White was a local surveyor from Pennsylvania who had worked his entire career in the 
Delaware Valley.  While planning his memorial service his family and friends were looking for a way to 
honor and remember him, and I suggested we get him a National Society of Professional Surveyors “Final 
Point”.

 The “Final Point” program is run by the NSPS in concert with Berntsen International to remember 
Land Surveyors who have passed.  For a small donation, you or the family can receive a 4” bronze disc 
engraved with the surveyor’s name, license number, and the latitude and longitude of the final resting 
place of the surveyor.  The disc is available either highly polished or with a brushed finish, and can come 
with a stem for mounting in a monument or without a stem for placing on a presentation plaque.  The mon-
ies raised through this program are used for scholarships for surveying students. 

 My penchant for carrying a good thing too far was satisfied by combining the NSPS Final Point 
program with the National Geodetic Survey’s OPUS DB program.  If you haven’t met OPUS DB yet, 

 The result is one which any family member would be pleased with, and any surveyor would be 
proud.  Walter’s NGs Data Sheet can be found at: 

http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/OPUS/getDatasheet.jsp?PID=BBDB81&style=modern 

 

Frank Lenik PLS is a licensed land surveyor in Delaware, New Jersey, North Carolina and Pennsylvania. 

He is the Area 2 Director for the National Society of Surveyors and is employed by Leica Geosystems, Inc. 

 

1. “Final Point” disc provided by the National Society of Professional Surveyors Foundation and 
Berntsen International. 

 

1. “Final Point” disc provided by the 
National Society of Professional Surveyors 
Foundation and Berntsen International.

you are in for a real treat.  Those of you who have 
performed static GPS surveys will love this and 
those of you who never did will get a taste of the 
good old days!  OPUS DB is a program where local 
surveyors can help to improve the National Spatial 
Reference Network, resurvey old marks or set new 
geodetic control wherever you need it.

 If you plan to go this far you will need a 
GPS receiver capable of logging raw GPS data.  You 
will also need to document your observation with 
photographs, instrument serial numbers and other 
pertinent information for submittal to the NGS.  Oh 
yeah, you will also need to set aside four hours of 
your day to make an OPUS DB observation.

 Completing the process takes a bit of time 
and planning.  The disc from the NSPS has to be 
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special ordered.  If you are planning to install it as a mark, you need to order the disc 
with a point in the center of the mark to survey to.  Then gather your materials such 
as a sonotube, rebar and concrete.  Next, collect your team and install the monument.  
Finally, once the concrete has set, you need to occupy the point.

 The result is one which any family member would be pleased with, and any surveyor would be 
proud.  Walter’s NGS Data Sheet can be found at:

http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/OPUS/getDatasheet.jsp?PID=BBDB81&style=modern  

Frank Lenik PLS is a licensed land surveyor in Delaware, New Jersey, North Carolina and Pennsylvania.
He is the Area 2 Director for the NSPS and is employed by Leica Geosystems, Inc. Δ 
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Minimum Standards Committee and NMPS Board

Five of us met on Saturday, December 14th and agreed on changes. We are in the process of editing our work.  
Several are “in process”.  One item regarding the use of plastic survey caps is being held in abeyance as we 
check on the durability of monuments manufactured in Canada and sold by Berntsen International.  In ad-
dition it was determined that we need another day to consider the issue of accuracy.  We scheduled the next 
meeting for 1 February 2014, before the next NMPS Board meeting.
Mike Daly
Arrow Engineering, Gallup, NM 

 HP 35S CALCULATOR  
LINE INTERSECTION & THE REALLY COOL LINEAR SOLVER 

FEATURE 
By Jason E. Foose, R.L.S. 
Mohave County Surveyor 

 
The HP 35s has a really cool feature called “linear solver”. It is accessed through the equation 

library [EQN] key. HP has provided two “on-board” equations labeled “2x2” and “3x3”. With 
these tools you can solve a 2 term or 3 term system of linear equations. A generalized 

schematic of the solver function looks like this: 
 

“2X2” 
AX+BY=C 
DX+EY=F 

 
“3X3” 

AX+BY+CZ=D 
EX+FY+GZ=H 
IX+JY+KZ=L 

 
The routine prompts you for the variable input and solves for x, y, & z, values. The solutions are 

exported to the stack after exiting the routine.  
 

One practical application for Land Surveyors is a parametric line intersection solution. The 
solution is the x,y coordinates of two intersecting lines defined by four coordinate points. 

Refer to the following data table and point plot for this exercise. The solution is point 5 in the 
table and shown on the plot. 

  
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 

 

Point # Northing(Y) Easting(X) 

Point 1 100 100 
Point 2 230.94 500 
Point 3 300 125 

Point 4 200 150 
Point 5 122.69 169.33 

 
 

The data shall be arranged in matrices as follows. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

This is recognized as AX=B. I will skip over the matrix algebra in favor of simply demonstrating 
the HP SOLVER function. I would encourage all to email me with any questions about the 

algebraic mechanics. I will continue with a simple translation of terms from the matrix format to 
the HP SOLVER format.  

 
 

Reducing the Data to Matrix Elements 
(p2x-p1x) is the value of point 2 easting minus point 1 easting = 400 
(p4x-p3x) is the value of point 4 easting minus point 3 easting = 25 

(p2y-p1y) is the value of point 2 northing minus point 1 northing = 130.94 
(p4y-p3y) is the value of point 4 northing minus point 3 northing = -100 

(p3x-p1x) is the value of point 3 easting minus point 1 easting = 25 
(p3y-p1y) is the value of point 3 northing minus point 1 northing = 200 

J is a solution and the factor to apply to line 2-1 
K is a solution and the factor to apply to line 4-3 

 
Forming the Linear Equations 

(p2x-p1x)J-(p4x-p3x)K=(p3x-p1x) example: (400 x J) – (25 x K)= 25  
and 

(p2y-p1y)J-(p4y-p3y)K=(p3y-p1y) example: (130.94 x J) – (-100 x K)= 200 
I have chosen variables labels “J” & “K” merely as a matter of algebraic clarity. The Solver 

defaults the variable labels “X” & “Y” for the “solution variables” as follows: 
400X-25Y=25 

130.94X-(-100Y)=200 
 
 

100, 100 

500, 230.94 

125, 300 

150, 200 

169.33, 122.69 
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The Solver Routine 

 
The routine works by pressing the “EQN” key. The “2x2 lin. solve” routine should be in the X-

register by default. If it’s not simply scroll up or down until so. Press blue right shift and “EQN” to 
initiate the routine. You will be prompted with “A?” and subsequent variable input. Simply key-in 

the values and use “R/S” to advance the program. The “R/S” key is the action key whereas 
“ENTER” merely accepts data into the stack. You have full use of the stack during the routine 

which enables you to do some figuring between “R/S” entries. You could, for example, subtract 
your coordinates directly between entries.  

The Solver “knowns” should be entered as follows: 
A:400 
B:-25 
C:25   

D:130.94 
E:100  
F:200 

The Solver assumes that each linear equation is an addition problem. Our specific system of 
equations contains subtraction problems. Both variables “B” & “E” should be entered as 

negative values. In this case “E” is entered as a positive number because subtracting the 
northings produces a negative value, in other words “you’re heading south”. After you enter “E” 
and press “R/S” you will see the word “solving” flash on the screen. The solutions menu will be 
displayed. There are two options for data handling at this point. You should see “X=0.1733” and 

can scroll down with the arrow keys to display “Y=1.7731” or as I prefer to do, press the “ON” 
key to escape. This exports the “X” value (formerly “J”) into the x-register and the “Y” value 
(formerly “K”) into the y-register. This “X Y” logic is consistent throughout RPN operations. 
(peripheral comment: I generally have my display either at fix 2 or in this case fix 4. The 

exported numbers are full 12 digit precision regardless of display settings. Pressing yellow left 
shift and “ENTER” will “SHOW” the full precision digits.) I would encourage operators to store 

the “X” value in the “X” variable and the “Y” value in the “Y” variable. Press [blue right shift] 
[RCL] [1] [x<>y] [blue right shift] [RCL] [2].    

 
The Point of Intersection 

 
So far we have compiled all of the necessary data required to solve our problem. The point of 
intersection (POI) can be determined by solving either of the following system of equations: 

POI Easting=Point 1 Easting + (Point 2 Easting - Point 1 Easting) x “Solution J” 
or simply expressed through RPN keystrokes (using our previously stored data) as   

POI Easting=100 [RCL]A  [RCL]X [x] [+] (solution=169.33) 
and 

POI Northing=Point 1 Northing + (Point 2 Northing – Point 1 Northing) x Solution “J” 
Using keystrokes 100 [RCL]D [RCL]X [x] [+](solution=122.69) 

 
OR 

POI Easting=Point 3 Easting + (Point 4 Easting – Point 3 Easting) x Solution “K” 
Using keystrokes 125 [RCL]B [+/-] [RCL]Y [x] [+] (solution=169.32) 

and 
POI Northing=Point 3 Northing + (Point 4 Northing – Point 3 Northing) x Solution “K” 

Using keystrokes 300 [RCL]E [+/-] [RCL]Y [x] [+] (solution=122.69) 
Our original variables “J” and “K” are stored as “X” and “Y”. The focus should be directed 

towards the concept that the solver produces a solution (actually a scale factor) for the first line 
and a separate solution (scale factor) for the second line. Solution variables “J” and “K” when 
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labeled “X” and “Y”, should not to be confused as being “x & y” coordinate values. It is 

imperative to remember to change the sign of the variables “B” & “E” for the second line 
solution. Remember that we compensated for a subtraction problem in the solver by reversing 

their signs. Verify proper signage by simply subtracting Point 3 coordinates from Point 4 
coordinates.  

   
Final Thoughts 

 
The Solver provides two solutions (J & K) in the form of a scale factor to be applied to each line 
respectively. When considering these solutions as representing percentages of their respective 

lines, the following conditions can be defined: 
1. If both solutions are between 0 and 1, then the point of intersection occurs within the 

limits of both lines; 
2. If both solutions are greater than 1, then the point of intersection occurs outside of the 

limits of both lines; 
3. If one solution is between 0 and 1 and the other is greater than 1, then the point of 
intersection will occur where an extension of one line passes within the limits of the other 

line. 
The HP LINEAR SOLVER is a powerful tool and extremely useful in linear equation 

applications. Similar apps are currently available on the HP 48/49/50 Series, HP Prime, HP 15c, 
HP 42s, while the 32s, 32sII, and 33s are capable with a program supplied in each respective 

manual.       
 
 

Feel free to email any questions to rls43185@gmail.com      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Nicolas Cournoyer

Direct Sales Rep, Arizona & New Mexico
Surveying / Engineering

Cell 602 308 9062
Fax 602 274 3740
E-mail nicolas.cournoyer@leicaus.com

412 N. Dal Paso 

Hobbs, NM 88240 

Tel: (575) 393-3117 

Fax: (575) 393-3450

www.jwsc.biz

Δ
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Albrecht Durer’s Magic Square¨











The sum of all rows is 34 and 
the sum of all columns is 34!

Move the fields one step 
clockwise and it is still 34!  

Then move the fields another 
step and it is still 34!

The sum of all corners is 34!

The sum of the fields in the  
center is 34!

5 + 9 + 8 + 12 = 34!
3 + 2 + 15 + 14 = 34!

The magic number is 34!  
This number is the sum of the 
various fields within the magic 

square.
On the wall to the right hangs 

the magic square.
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The sum of the hatched ones is 34!

The same is true for the 
diagonals!

The sum of the similarly 
hatched ones is 34!

The sum of the similarly 
hatched ones is 34!

The sum of the similarly 
hatched ones is 34! Durer created this square in 

1514.
The “D” for Durer is the 4th 
letter of the alphabet and “A” 

for Albrecht is the 1st.Compiled from various sources.

¨

¨
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The new legislative session will begin soon.  If any surveyors could alert me to issues that may be of 
concern in their neck of the woods, so that we need to head those issues off before they get through the 
pass, they should contact me, the president or officers so that we can follow up with our Lobbyist to 
track any legislation that may affect us. My e-mail may be used to contact me. 

Allen Grace
xyzsurveys@cs.com

NSPS and NMPS News and Reviews
Labor Department responds to NSPS, narrows Davis-Bacon impact: NSPS
 
NSPS is reviewing the Labor Department's response and developing follow-up strategies to assure a 
Federal policy that maintains the professional image of the surveying community, assures that surveying 
technicians receive a fair, market-based rate of pay, and minimizes the burden on surveying firms.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
CONTACT:  
CABQ, Dayna Gardner, 414.3438 
Holman’s Inc, Tony Trujillo, 343.3575 
 
 
December 13, 2013 
 

 
Running Start for Careers Launches New Course 

High school juniors and seniors now have more options with added Surveying courses 
 
 
Albuquerque- Now students can get a running start towards their careers through new courses being offered by 
Running Start for Careers. Initiated by Albuquerque Mayor Richard J. Berry, the Running Start for Careers 
program brings industry professionals and curriculum into high schools so that students can graduate with a 
running start on their careers. In its third successful year, Running Start includes classes in film, 
construction/building, hospitality, finance and now surveying thanks to the partnership with Holman’s Inc.and 
the New Mexico Professional Surveyors. The surveying courses will help train and educate students on the 
essentials of surveying and mapping our city. 
 
“Running Start for Careers is an innovative program that provides students the opportunity to learn real life 
career skills from industry experts while allowing industry to teach their desired skills to their future workplace 
associates. It’s a win-win situation that helps all those involved while adding value to the local economy,” said 
Mayor Berry.  
 
“We want our high school students to be inspired to learn about a career path that captures their attention and 
drives them to success. The addition of courses in the field of surveying opens up the door to success for an 
even larger number of students,” he added. 
 
From researching old hand-written deeds to utilizing cutting-edge computer aiding software, the need for well-
trained Surveyors is in high demand: That’s why industry leader, Holman’s Inc is collaborating with the 
Running Start for Careers program to help fill the need. 
 
“We have already noticed an increase in activity for the surveying technology associated with the industry,” 
says Tony Trujillo of Holman’s. “The improving housing and commercial markets as well as the economy in 
general bode well for the surveying profession.” 
 
Founded in 1955, Holman’s is a local Albuquerque company that seeks to educate the ever-evolving world of 
surveying, creating solutions for technical professionals from software to technology training. The surveying 
courses will include introduction to surveying, math, and mapping taught by Mr.Glenn Thurow. 
 
Fellow Running Start partner CNM is hosting the courses, which are now open for registration. Students 
interested in signing-up can contact Theresa Torres at ttorres57@cnm.edu 
 

### 
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Ira Hardin
Las Cruces, NM

Keith Stickford  
La Jara, NM 

Glen Thurow  
Albuquerque, NM

Steve Toler
Albuquerque, NM

Klad Zimmerle  
La Luz, NM

Sustaining Membership 
The Sustaining Membership category is reserved for Professional Surveying Companies represented by a New Mexico 
Professional Surveyor and for individual New Mexico Professional Surveyors.  Please contact the NMPS office for more 

information or to upgrade your existing membership.

Tim Aldrich  
Albuquerque, NM

Earl F. Burkholder
Las Cruces, NM 

Isaac Camacho
Las Cruces, NM 

Douglas W. Copeland 
T or C, NM 

Marc A. DePauli  
Gallup, NM

Sustaining Members   

Thank you for  
  your support!
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